1. Introduction {#se0010}
===============

Indonesia has a long and rich cultural heritage captured in the form of information about the noble culture of the past in either scripts or manuscripts that remained uncounted until recently [@br0010]. These manuscripts contain historical information about worship, manners, history, folklore, traditional technologies, spells, genealogy, talismans, poetry, politics, governments, laws, customs, traditional medicine, and culture [@br0020]. The medium of the manuscripts takes various forms. They were written in many different languages using different scripts [@br0030], [@br0040], [@br0050], [@br0060]. Many ancient manuscripts are still stored well in various museums or libraries in Indonesia. Automatic reading aids are valuable to help simplify and speed up the reading of these manuscripts. In this way, more generations of Indonesians will be able to use the important knowledge contained in the manuscripts.

An automatic transliteration of the manuscripts is an opportunity to ease the reading of those manuscripts. Manuscript transliteration is generally conducted by reading the manuscript and then writing the results to another piece of paper or storing them in a computer using a specific text-processing program. The procedure of transliteration presupposes that the workers fully understand how to read the manuscript, that no consideration is given to the length of the work, and that workers will concentrate sufficiently to minimize errors in the rewriting [@br0070].

Many researchers have been working on automatic manuscript transliteration in various scripts using various methods. Shridhar and Kimura [@br0080], in their seminal work, proposed an automatic transliteration method of handwritten words in Roman script, which comprises three main steps, *i.e.*, pre-processing document, segmenting scripts in the document, and recognizing each of the scripts forming the words. These similar steps have been applied for Javanese manuscript transliteration as part of the Javanese optical character recognition (OCR) project [@br0090], [@br0100], [@br0110], [@br0120].

Javanese scripts are part of the Brahmi script group, which has been widely used in Southeast Asian societies in the past. Javanese scripts are different from alphabetical scripts because one Javanese letter represents a consonant or a combination of a consonant and a vowel, which results in two or more letters when transliterated into the Roman script. Since this transliteration results are in the form of syllables, this way of writing Javanese letters is called alphasyllabary or abugida [@br0130], [@br0140]. As an abugida writing system, a unit of Javanese script represents a consonant-vowel sequence based on the consonant letter. Each consonant has an inherent vowel that can be changed by diacritics or other modifications. One characteristic shared by this writing system is that there is no word delimiter.

In most of the classic Javanese manuscripts, many symbols stand as punctuation marks, including "adeg-adeg" for the beginning of a sentence, "pada lungsi" as a full stop, "pada lingsa" as a comma, and "pada" as a symbol marking the beginning, middle, or end of the letters or lyrics of songs. The complete process of segmenting and recognizing Javanese scripts and these punctuation symbols has been previously discussed by Widiarti et al. [@br0120]. Among those symbols, however, there is no space symbol that separates words. The results of the transliteration of a Javanese manuscript image, therefore, will be a text document containing a sequence of syllables without spaces.

The *spaceless* writing model has been going on since the 20th century AD [@br0150]. Various regions in Indonesia and other parts of the world, such as Bengkulu, Lampung, Bali, Japan, China, Cambodia, Laos, Tibet, Vietnam, and Roman manuscripts, also used the rule for writing manuscripts without spaces [@br0160]. Such a way of writing without spaces is called *scriptio continua*. With the scriptio-continua writing model, the process of forming a sentence consisting of a sequence of words in each sentence becomes a problem because there are no punctuation marks that stand as a marker of the distance between words.

Scriptio continua typically happened because the manuscript\'s writer (or scribe) had to continue writing the content of the manuscript dictated by the author, who was continuously providing information that the scribe did not want to miss. In earlier times, oral tradition was more prominent, and the writer and author of a manuscript were usually of different people. By writing scripts continuously, there is also another advantage to be gained, namely that the readers are given full flexibility to interpret the groups of words according to the context of the conversation they caught [@br0170].

This paper presents the results of our research in exploring methods for forming words out of syllables produced by the transliteration process of Javanese-language manuscripts as a solution to the scriptio-continuo problem. Two algorithms are developed and implemented, namely based on brute-force and greedy strategies. In principle, both algorithms use a depth-first search in processing the syllables. We describe the results of the implementation and then compare the two algorithms. Our aim in this paper is to develop a fast and efficient algorithm for segmenting contiguous syllables into words.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section [2](#se0020){ref-type="sec"} reviews related work in word segmentation. Section [3](#se0030){ref-type="sec"} describes the core ideas of the proposed algorithm. Section [4](#se0040){ref-type="sec"} details the data used to evaluate the proposed method. Section [5](#se0050){ref-type="sec"} presents the result of our experiments and discussion. The last section concludes the paper.

2. Related work {#se0020}
===============

Many researchers in various countries have been working on the post-processing step in the automatic transliteration of manuscripts. Rhodes compared the baseline dictionary model and conditional random field segmentation model for segmenting words from the notes of Roman poets [@br0150]. Palmer and Burger [@br0180] presented the results of their experiments on Chinese word segmentation with a characters-as-word method, maximum matching algorithm, and NMSU segmenter. Aroonmanakun and Rivepiboon [@br0190] used a statistical approach to solve the problem of word segmentation. This research was part of a project to transliterate the Thai language writing system to Roman scripts.

Jurgens and Steven discovered that compared to the lexical feature-based approach, word sense induction (WSI) based cluster is very sensitive in finding differences in the sense of the word from the context [@br0200]. Krovetz and Croft performed an analysis of lexical ambiguity in the information retrieval to see the usefulness of the meanings of words on the election process to the relevance of documents found. They found that weighting based on the number of the meanings of those words improves the effectiveness of information discovery data collection, although relatively few were used [@br0210].

From earlier studies in Indonesia, researches related to the analysis of words have been conducted. Suciadi carried out a research on the syntactic and semantic analysis of interpretation of natural language processing (NLP) and found that there is no method of parsing which is ideal for all kinds of problems in NLP, that thematic roles further clarify the roles of each element of a sentence, and that word-sense hierarchy used by the selectional restrictions helps carry out the word-sense disambiguation process [@br0220]. Margaretha et al. found that latent semantic analysis (LSA) can understand various semantic information with relatively little data on training [@br0230].

Regarding the final process in recognizing Javanese manuscripts, Widiarti and Winarko [@br0240] proposed an algorithm to combine syllables generated from the Javanese script transliteration into words. In another useful study by Widiarti and Pulungan [@br0250], discrete-time Markov chains (DTMC) are used to predict the syllables that would appear following a given syllable in word-groups of the Javanese language. This study is useful when deadlocks in syllable grouping appear as a result of Javanese script transliteration. The prediction information is essential because when the quality of the original document to be recognized is low, difficulties in recognition of the script images in the document may arise. In certain circumstances, it may be necessary to guess the content of a script image by using the knowledge built using the DTMC application described above. Agusta [@br0260] studied the creation of a stemming algorithm using 30 Javanese-language texts from 30 documents. The resulting Agusta-Harjoko (AH) stemming algorithm still has some limitations in terms of partial words, and its success depends on the completeness of the used dictionary.

Recent researches in the field of OCR indicate that the three steps mentioned before---pre-processing document, segmenting scripts in the document, and recognizing all scripts forming the words---are common but given different terms. For instance, they are used for OCR of Urdu scripts [@br0270]. Furthermore, researches on post-processing are also becoming more prevalent in other cases because post-processing is considered to be a possible way to minimize errors or increase improvement. Mei et al. [@br0280] used a statistical approach for the post-processing step, while still including the role of humans to minimize mistakes. Mokhtar et al. [@br0290] introduced an OCR post-processing method based on neural machine translation (NMT). Nguyen et al. [@br0300] explored possible errors in OCR and then presented an idea of error classification to improve the performance of post-OCR processing.

3. Proposed method {#se0030}
==================

Two approaches may be used in developing a syllable concatenating method, namely forward and backward approaches, as applied in a tree data structure. For each approach, a dictionary becomes an essential part as a reference whether each candidate word produced is valid or not as a word.

The forward approach assumes that every time a new syllable is found in the input data, the new syllable is made as root. All of the next possible syllables that will become children are the results of the syllable segmentation of candidates in the dictionary for all words beginning with the root. In this approach, every time a new syllable is to be processed, the tree structure must always be adjusted with the appropriate number of children depending on how many possible words in the dictionary begin with the new syllable. Out of such a root, there will be many possible branches, most of which will not be used because only one word is valid.

This approach can be simplified by creating a tree from the other way around, namely by a backward approach. The tree can be seen from the leaves of the possible candidate tree, which is taken from the last syllable from the result of the manuscript transliteration. The hope is that, in such a tree, there are fewer branches that lead to leaves so that the number of paths to trace is less.

This research proposes a forward approach with a modified brute-force principle. The approach taken is focused on ensuring that the results of concatenating syllables must form as many legitimate words as possible. Legitimate means that not only is the word in the dictionary, but the word that is most suitable for the corresponding manuscript has been selected.

The main principle of word-formation from syllable results in general in this study is based on an algorithm for word segmentation proposed by Erickson [@br0160]. Every time a character is read from the input string, after merging the characters, the algorithm checks whether the merging results in a new word. If a new word is formed, it then checks whether the next character and so on until the last character are still possible to form a word.

The strategy we propose to ensure that all words have been produced is using the dictionary to list all possible words that can be produced from the syllables found in the manuscript. The unit of data input is a syllable obtained from one Javanese script image transliteration or a grouping of Javanese scripts that are considered as one single syllable. Our first proposed syllables concatenation algorithm, which is based on this brute-force strategy, is depicted in [Algorithm 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}.Algorithm 1The brute-force syllables concatenation algorithm.Algorithm 1

The syllable concatenation is carried out every time a next syllable is processed. Starting from the first syllable found in the manuscript, the algorithm each time tries to concatenate the syllables found so far with the next syllable. The next step is to check whether the result of concatenating those syllables forms a valid word. A word is declared valid if it is in a dictionary. The process of concatenating syllables for each syllable will end if the length of the new word formed is the same as the longest word that begins with the initial syllable in the dictionary.

[Algorithm 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"} uses a brute-force strategy because it concatenates existing syllables with the next one regardless of whether the result forms a valid word or not. The process of concatenations continues until the length of the resulting string in the output candidate word is maximal, which is defined as the length of the longest word in the dictionary. This strategy will definitely find a word, but many iterations may be required to find it.

The brute-force algorithm above certainly guarantees that all formed words are correct. However, this method has a quadratic complexity in the number of syllables processed, which makes the computation time of its implementation very large. The brute-force algorithm can be improved by running a greedy strategy. During the intermediate word formation, words can be immediately checked in the word dictionary, starting with the first syllables that have clearly been known to the maximum length of words in the dictionary. This strategy presupposes that every time a new word is found, the next syllable combination is focused on the part of the word that contains the previously found word so that the correct word is expected to be obtained. [Algorithm 2](#fg0020){ref-type="fig"} shows the modification of [Algorithm 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}, whose word-forming strategy has been changed.Algorithm 2The greedy syllables concatenation algorithm.Algorithm 2

In [Algorithm 2](#fg0020){ref-type="fig"}, a function checkStartWith() is used to check whether there are words in the dictionary that start with the current concatenated syllables (line 9). This constitutes the greedy strategy: only syllables that have the possibility of forming words if concatenated with the next syllable are processed. If there are no words that begin with the current concatenated syllables, the process is stopped.

4. Dataset {#se0040}
==========

The input of the proposed syllables concatenation algorithms is a sequence of syllables obtained from Javanese manuscript transliteration. There is no limit on the maximum number of syllables that the method can process. Every time the method is run, a dictionary of words is needed as a reference for the correctness of the words formed.

Dictionary, in this paper, is simply meant a list of valid words. This dictionary is formed by collecting all Javanese words that appear in "Bausastra," an established Javanese-Indonesian dictionary [@br0310]. These include all defined words and also all words in the definition of each word. For example, the definition of the word "harmonika" is "jinising piranti musik sebul sing gedhene sagegeman tangan, carane ngunekake kanthi nyebul bolongan nadha sing ditempelake ing lambe". We add "sagegeman" into our dictionary because this word has not appeared anywhere beforehand.

In our experiments, we use all syllables from page 22 until page 77 of the transliteration result of the Hamong Tani book [@br0320]. Not all pages of the Hamong Tani book are used because of the limited quality of the pre-processing results, which is not directly related to the post-processing steps we are dealing with in this paper. The Hamong Tani book was selected as a sample because it is commonly used as a research sample in many studies of Javanese literature. The book is also available in our university\'s library and is well maintained.

Page 22 of the Hamong Tani book used in this research is shown in [Fig. 1](#fg0030){ref-type="fig"}. There are 336 Javanese characters on the page. The result of the transliteration should also be 336 syllables because each script in Javanese manuscripts represents a syllable consisting of one or more letters. However, some characters also symbolize punctuation, so from 336 characters on page 22, only 263 syllables are ready to be formed into words.Figure 1Page 22 of the Hamong Tani book [@br0320].Figure 1

Since some words in the Hamong Tani book do not occur in the Bausastra dictionary, all words in the Hamong Tani book are also stored in the dictionary. An example is the word "anyjarwani," which does not appear in the Bausastra. The total number of words that have been included in the dictionary is 49,801 words, which consist of all words in the Bausastra and all words in the Hamong Tani book.

5. Results and discussion {#se0050}
=========================

The proposed methods are implemented in Java. To manage the word dictionary data, MySQL is used. In its development, the dictionary can always be updated if there are other words that have not been input, or if new words are found. If the implementation is to be further developed for other languages, it only needs to update or input the words of the language.

Before running the syllables concatenation algorithms, all syllables that are not meaningful have been removed or transformed into new syllables that contribute to making words. For example, if a script related to punctuation marks, like symbols for the beginning of a word, is found, then it is skipped. The necessary preparation of the sequence of syllables has been previously discussed in [@br0120]. After obtaining the syllables that are ready to be processed into words, the syllables are then stored in a text file to become input data to the implementation of the proposed algorithms. [Fig. 2](#fg0040){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of input data for the syllables concatenation algorithms. It is the transliteration result of the Hamong Tani book page 22 and has been pre-processed beforehand.Figure 2An example input data for the syllables concatenation algorithms, taken from page 22 of the Hamong Tani book.Figure 2

The implementation of the two algorithms produces the same output, which is in the form of a sequence of words. For the input data in [Fig. 2](#fg0040){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 3](#fg0050){ref-type="fig"} depicts the 96 words formed based on the words in the dictionary. Both algorithms produce exactly the same words.Figure 3The output of the proposed algorithms.Figure 3

Evaluation of the output is focused on calculating the number of correct words that should appear as a result of the transliteration. A word is correct if the syllabic composition of the word and its location in the sentence match the arrangement established by a philologist. This arrangement is called the ground truth, and it is fixed prior to the experiments. We also check if there are missing syllables during the running of the algorithms.

The accuracy of the algorithms for a particular page is the ratio between the number of valid words found by the algorithms and the number of words in the ground truth. Once all experiments are completed, we then evaluate the results of the proposed methods and compare them with the ground truth previously established by the philologist to determine the accuracy of the proposed methods for each page. For example, as a result of the transliteration of page 22, 96 words are produced by the system. However, there are only 78 correct words among those words. Therefore, the accuracy of the syllables concatenation algorithms for that page is 81.25%. [Tables 1](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"} and [2](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"} show the results of applying the proposed algorithms on pages 22-77 of the Hamong Tani book.Table 1The results of experiments on the syllables concatenation algorithms for pages 22-50 of the Hamong Tani book.Table 1PageNumber of syllablesNumber of correct wordsNumber of wordsAccuracy22336789681.25233358310083.0024346749875.5125343759777.32263349110190.10273539110091.00283348210280.39293439110586.67303177810177.2331303749478.7232317739477.6633308709375.2734338839983.8435246536877.9436243496872.0637208425971.1938212436269.3539227456668.1840207496377.7841334829487.2342267647882.0543191495687.5044324689472.3445258617680.2646326689373.1247346789284.7848350789879.5949342799979.80Table 2The results of experiments on the syllables concatenation algorithms for pages 51-77 of the Hamong Tani book.Table 2PageNumber of syllablesNumber of correct wordsNumber of wordsAccuracy50219576587.69513359110487.50523388610185.1553138414787.23543339010784.11553588311174.7756143374484.0957290668875.0058184475585.4559130324178.0560334728782.76613098610284.3162282588667.4463318728881.8264314779481.91653539410688.68663498810683.026739810012977.52683468910981.65693539611484.21703409310390.29713249210191.09723369610393.20733538710682.0874284778986.5275350819981.8276243697592.00773478110279.41

Of the 5,008 words that should be formed, both algorithms obtain 5,744 valid words, namely those that are present in the dictionary. From the 5,744 valid words, after being traced word-by-word in order, 4,089 words are correct, namely, according to the ground truth. Therefore, the accuracy of the algorithms is 81.64%.

The word-formation error is still quite large, almost 19%. Our evaluation, together with the philologist, reveals three causes: First, pre-processed data even before the syllables concatenation process contains erroneous syllables. These are artifacts of the preceding optical character recognition process. Second, some words are written differently in the Hamong Tani book from those in the dictionary, which is caused by changes in the writing convention of modern Javanese. Third, some words are spelled incorrectly or even do not exist in the dictionary. Note that the Hamong Tani is an old book, written before modern-time standardization of Javanese writing. These errors can be corrected by checking the rules applied in the syllables pre-processing and improving the collections of words in the dictionary.

The brute-force strategy applied in [Algorithm 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}, which always lists all words that might be formed from the current concatenated syllables every time a new syllable is processed, is undoubtedly very inefficient. The result of appending the next syllable to the word formed (from the previous syllables) so far is not taken into consideration in the next iteration. Indeed, this guarantees that a valid word must be found. However, with the number of syllables of 17,687, for example, the number of iterations swells from 17,687 to 191,640. This is 10.835 times the number of syllables being processed.

To improve on the principle of incorporation used in the first algorithm, a mechanism of not re-reading syllables that have become part of the word is developed for the concatenation process of syllables. Another change made to the algorithm is the use of function checkStartWith(), which checks whether there are words in the dictionary that start with the current concatenated syllables as an implementation of the greedy strategy. With the development of the second algorithm, to combine 17,687 syllables can be accomplished in only 55,669 iterations or 3.147 times the number of syllables, which is a significant reduction compared to the first algorithm. [Table 3](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"} shows the computation times as well as the number of iterations of the two algorithms for concatenating all syllables in pages 22-77 of the Hamong Tani book.Table 3Computation time and the number of iterations of the syllables concatenation algorithms.Table 3AlgorithmComputation time (seconds)Number of iterationsBrute force123.36191,640Greedy31.3355,669

Changes made to improve the performance of the first algorithm result in a decrease in the number of iterations, which directly affected the computation time of the algorithms, as shown in [Table 3](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"}. There is a significant improvement in the computation time because the iterations are significantly fewer with the greedy algorithm.

6. Conclusion {#se0060}
=============

The syllable concatenation algorithms, which form a post-processing step in the transliteration of accented Javanese manuscript images with a forward approach, can be used to complete the final stage of transliteration of Javanese-style manuscript images. The accuracy of the proposed algorithms is above 81%, which indicates that they are adequate for practical use. The algorithms can also be applied to the transliteration process of other manuscripts written in different scripts, merely by replacing the word dictionary used.

The disadvantage of these algorithms, both the brute-force and the greedy approaches, is that a dictionary remains the critical source of success in concatenating syllables. If a new word found that is not in the dictionary, an error is sure to occur. Future research direction could be to improve the performance of the proposed algorithms by combining them with artificial intelligence and exploring how users can participate in updating the dictionary with new words to continuously improve the accuracy of the methods.
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